
It is commonly understood that these days ………… has become popular in the world, 

especially in improved countries because ………. is very important in our life / community. 

Some people believe that ………..is so necessary. While their idea ……………. is not very 

common. In my opinion, ………………………………..  because of two convincing reasons 

such as good for healthy, and economy.  

To begin with, the most essential reason is that (Outline main idea)…………… because 

(A support sentence)…...For example……………………………………………………………. 

In short (Restate main idea) …………….. . In addition to, a further more subtle point, we must 

consider that (Outline main idea)………………………. Because ……………………….. For 

instance, …………………………. In brief (Restate main idea) …………………… 

 On the other hand, other people are considered that……………………………. 

Because……………………… for example:……………. As a result of (The sentence links back 

to the first sentence)………………… 

In conclusion, this essay discussed (Briefly mentions argument 1 & 2) 

………………………..……………………. In my opinion, the…… (Rewrite the 3rd sentence of 

introduction)……… (E book is better than hard book) 

 

 

 

 

 



Method: 

Introduction: 

1- Rewrite General statement 

2- Mention advantage and disadvantage 

3- Give your opinion 

Paragraph1: 

Sentence 1: Outline main (advantage) 

Sentence 2: Give reason/s 

Sentence 3: Give Example/s 

Sentence 4: Restate main (advantage). 

Paragraph2: 

Sentence 1: Outline main (disadvantage) 

Sentence 2: Give reason/s 

Sentence 3: Give Example/s 

Sentence 4: Restate main (disadvantage). 

Conclusion: 

Sentence1: Rewrite general statement. 

Sentence2: Mention main advantage and disadvantage again. 

Sentence3: Give your opinion.  

 

Cause essey – effect essey – argumentive essay – classfication essay – opinion essay – agree or disagree essay. 

Body’lerde öörnek vermeden önce: 

Mounting evidence (concerning this issue) suggests that _________ s.v.o __________ . 

A great many experts in this field + state\ claim \ highlight that ______ s.v.o ________ . 

According to + a great number of health reports \ more and more psychologists, ____ s.v.o _____ . 

As far as many doctors\ thousands of university students are concerned, ______ s.v.o _______ . 

 

 



                                                                                                   + can do \ may do \ have to do \ are likely to do   

1- According to many experts, people who _____ soru - cannot do \ may not do \ don’t have to do \ are 

not likely to do  as ______ s.v.o_____ . 

2- People find \ consider sth ADJECTIVE as + helps them to do \ - causes them (not) to do ……..… . 

3- As makes life \ urban life  ADJECTIVE , some people tend to do …. . 

4- As make people \ children \ employees ADJECTIVE , they \ parents \ employers + tend to do \ aim to 

do \ avoid doing ……. 

 

Discuss the effects of studying at university in a different city. 

Outline: * financial difficulties * freedom * responsibilities * social network . 

1- It seems that students who study in a different city have to pay more money on food as they may not 

cook every day or they cannot cook. 

2- Students who study in a different city find this situation financially challenging as ____ s.v.o _____. 

 

Discuss the reasons why some parents do not want their children to use smart phones. 

Outline: * adaptation to life  * academic success * communicative skills. 

1- Mounting evidence concerning this issue suggests that children who use smart phones cannot adapt 

to real life because they are exposed to mostly unreal (cyber) products \ relationships \ situations on 

smart phones. That’s why, _____ s.v.o _____ . 

2- Most parents find smart phones harmful for their children as they believe that smart phones prevent 

children from doing their homework. 


